
XMReality announces strong client
growth and ongoing talks about
consolidation
XMReality sees a strong increase in interest in the global market for its services
and has so far this year taken on board over 30 new customers. Which is an
increase of over 100 percent compared to the number of new customers for the
full year of 2022. The company is also in dialogues with several stakeholders
regarding potential consolidations.

An important factor behind the strong increase in the number of new customers this year is that
the market is now investing strategically in this type of solution. At the same time, the
company's investment in the U.S. has yielded results and the customer base for XMReality
Inc., XMReality's American subsidiary, is continuously growing. The company's strategy of
having a low entry level with customers combined with a clear growth plan has proven
successful and with many of the new customers activities are underway to scale up within the
next 12 months.

“I’m very happy to see that our shift in sales strategy is starting to yield results” says Andreas
Jonsson, CEO at XMReality, “we’ve had a negative effect on our ARR during the past couple of
years from companies that started too big and without a clear plan and consequently later
scaled down. Therefore, we now focus on starting small with the goal to generate long term
sustainable growth in each customer account. Something which we see is working and many
of the new customers we have on boarded this year are already increasing their subscriptions.”

As the technology becomes more mature, XMReality has also seen increased interest in
consolidations and acquisitions in the market. The company is currently in talks with several
stakeholders, both inside and outside the industry.

For more information, please contact:
Johanna Edepil, CMO XMReality
Phone: +46 730 981 281
E-mail: johanna.edepil@xmreality.com

About XMReality Remote Guidance™
XMReality Remote Guidance is an AR-enabled knowledge sharing tool that lets you
communicate with gestures, speech, chat and pointers with someone at a completely different
place. It includes:

• A unique hands-overlay technology that lets you guide someone else’s hands—as if you
were there.
• A web portal to manage teams and users, and to measure usage
• Integration through client-side API’s (Application Programming Interfaces)

About XMReality
XMReality AB (publ) develops and sells solutions that revolutionize knowledge transfer through
so-called Augmented Reality (AR). The company is a market leader in remote guidance where
you guide a person on site via AR to solve problems or prevent them from occurring. The
product is used globally in more than 60 countries. Nestlé, Electrolux, Sidel, Heineken and
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Saab are examples of the more than 135 customers. XMReality is based in Linköping and in
the U.S. and is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market (ticker: XMR). For more
information, visit: www.xmreality.com

http://www.xmreality.com/

